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surface would reflect the light like a mirror, and whose lower

edge had shot forth enormous glaciers as far as the heat would
allow them to descend. In the plain below, we should be

sweltering in a tropical heat; but the same sun that melted us,
would make no impression upon the wintry crown of the moun
tain. We could not keep our eyes or thoughts turned away
from an object so sublime. And it would deepen the impres
sion to learn that this gigantic cone, shooting up three and a
half miles, was once a volcano; and still more would it deepen
our interest to learn that this is the mountain which universal
tradition in that region regards as the Mount Ararat, the

resting-place of the ark. It would strike us forcibly to realize
that what seems to us now to be a pillar of heaven, was the

patriarch's stepping-stone from the antediluvian into the post
diluvian world.

One more example may suffice. Go with me to the Sand
wich Islands, and we shall get an impressive glimpse of the

principal agency by which the earth's crust has been ridged,
furrowed, and dislocated. As we land upon Hawaii, we per
ceive it to be composed mainly of lava of no very ancient date.
We ascend a lofty plateau, and many a league in advance of
us we see a column of smoke rising from a vast plain. Di

recting our course thither, while yet some miles from it, we
descend a steep slope to a broad terrace, and then another

slope to a second terrace. These slopes and terraces extend

circularly around the pillar of smoke like the seats of a vast

amphitheatre.

Coming near to this column, our steps are arrested on the

margin of a vast gulf, fifteen hundred feet deep, and from

eight to ten miles in circumference, whose bottom is the seat
of the most remarkable volcano on the globe; I mean Kilauea.1
Wait here till night closes around us, and we shall witness a
scene of awful sublimity. Over the immense area of that gulf
will the volcanic agency beneath be exerted. Ever and anon,
and mingling in strange discord, will hissings and groanings,
mutterings and thunderings, be heard rolling from side to side,
and making the earth tremble around. Then from one and
another volcanic cone, perhaps from fifty, will the glowing lava

1 For a full and interesting description of this wonderful volcano,
from recent observations, see 'The Island World of the Pacific,' by
Ucv. H. T, Cheever.-ED.
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